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EVERS plus  Chemical & Brush set for Bicycle

Newly born as EVERS for aports bicycle
New products are widely available from entry riders                                           
who start riding bicycle for the first time to professional

rider.
"EVERS plus" are born considering your way of riding and 
purpose.
Please take it for your enjoyable life every day!!  
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Chain Oil Chain Cleaner

Lubricant Polish & Wax

Metal Cleaner Bike Brush set

300ml(Item No. PS-1)   300ml(Item No. PS-2)    

300ml(Itm No. PS-3)  300ml(Item No. PS-4)  

500ml(Item No. PS-5) ( Item No. BR-5)        

* Chain Oil with outstanding performance of 
    lubricant, penetration, rust-prevention.                                                     
* Strongly protect chain from rust. And
    durable  performance of oil makes it possible
    to run about 600km (373 miles)                               
* Chain oil with less dripping or scattering so
    unlikely to be dirt because of high adhesion of
    oil features.

* Chemical Cleaner with especially strong 
    cleaning power and enviromentally friendly.
* Easily remove oily dirt or metal powder, dust,
    oil,grease stuck to chain.
* No dirt left at all after spraying as drying
    immediately.

* Lubricant with especially outstanding
    performance of penetration, lubricatting.                          
* Loosening rusty bolts and nuts. Smoothing
    movable motion and removing squeaking
    noise immediately.                                                          
* Cleaning effect makes metal surface clean 
    asremoving hardened oil or dirt.

* Polish & Wax witth the effect of removing 
    dirt, polishing. 
* Adoption of special silicon powder makes it
    possible to protects coating surface, rubber,
    plastic, vinyl and keeps anti-rusty effect
    for metals.
* With the futures of coating and 
    water-repealing, less dirt.

* Metal Cleaner with especially outstanding
   cleaning power and 100% environmental
   friendly. 
* Natural citrus ingredients deeply penetrate
    into metal parts and then clean after
    dissolving oily dirt.
* For the use of bare metal such as chain, 
    derailleur, sproket. 

* Remove mud, dust or dirt of bike using
    5 (five) kinds of brush
* Soft large type brush for flame or so on
* Scrub type brush for tire, wheel
* Paint brush type brush for sprocket 

Usable to almost all races such as on road, off 
road under every condition. 

Usable without anxiety as not hurting rubber, 
plastic, metal parts.

Protect from rust or corruption as forming oily 
film on almost all metal surfaces.

Usable to almost all places such as carbon or 
aluminum frame as no grinding agents are used.

Usable as cleaning liquid for chain cleaning 
device.

5 (five) types of brush can clean 
dirt of bike.
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